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Abstract: Temperature distribution on a low earth orbit satellite surface is crucial for determination of the
devices and electronics lifetime and proper operations, which will be carried by the satellite. These devices
include batteries and electronic circuits. The proper operation of these components is sensitive to the values
and changes of surrounding temperature. A Satellite orbit and position of satellite in an orbit are the prime
factors that dictate the temperature of the different satellite surfaces. In this study, the temperature distribution
on the satellite surfaces has been computed for different orbit orientations. These orbits are sun-oriented
inclined  orbit,  earth  oriented  inclined  orbit,  sun-oriented polar orbit and star pointing orbit. The satellite
under study is considered as a box shape aluminum 2024-T6 for surfaces material with surface dimension of
0.5 x 0.5 x 0.005 m each. The energy balance equations for different sides have been discritized using an
explicit finite difference technique. The study shows that the temperature extremes on the surfaces of a satellite
orbiting in an earth-oriented inclined orbit, in which four surfaces are subjected to the direct sun heat flux, are
34 Co for hot side and –19 Co for cold side. This satellite orientation is suitable for most electronics systems and
optical payload components. 
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INTRODUCTION

Many spacecrafts have been launched since Sputnik
1957. Varieties of orbits are used for different types of
Earth-oriented missions. The most common orbits, in
ascending order of altitude value, are low earth orbit
(LEO), Molniya orbit, and geosynchronous orbit (GEO).
The Maximum altitude of a low earth orbit is
approximately 2000 km[1]. They have the shortest periods,
in the order of an hour and a half. With advances of the
technology, satellites become smaller in size and lighter
in weight, which result in a decrease of their thermal
inertia. The thermal design of early satellite has been
conducted by using thermal vacuum test, heat balance
test[4]. These tests are based on lumped methods. A
spacecraft passes many different thermal conditions in
LEO because of the several sources of thermal energy. A
spacecraft in an orbit need a method to control the thermal
environment of its components especially for batteries and
electronic circuits, which are sensitive and vulnerable to
changes of temperature[8]. In general, two types of thermal
control systems are used, passive and active. A passive
system relies on conductive and radiation heat coefficients
and has no moving parts or electrical power input. An
active system is used along with a passive system when a
passive system is not sufficient. Active systems, which
require an electrical power, include pumps, thermostat,
and heaters, and moving parts[3].

Fig. 1: Orbetal parameters

Orbital Parameters: The characteristics of an orbit of a
Satellite define the thermal loads applied to the satellite
outer sides. Figure 1 demonstrates the major orbital
parameters that are commonly used in conducting analysis
of environmental heating[1,3]. These parameters are
altitude, eccentricity, the angel (i) between a satellite's
orbital plane and the equator of its primary and right
ascension of the ascending node (Ω) and argument of the
apogee  (ω). An argument of the apogee is the angle
between the ascending node and the apogee measured in
the direction of motion.
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Fig. 2: Various heat loads exerted on a satellite.

Spacecraft Geometry and Heat Fluxes: Heat fluxes
exerted on each side of the spacecraft depend on many
parameters, such as position of spacecraft in an orbit, the
spacecraft attitude in its current position, relative
positions of sun , earth and spacecraft (eclipse times), and
spacecraft geometry. There are three main sources for
environmental heat fluxes namely, direct solar heat flux,
Albedo heat flux and earth heat flux exerted on spacecraft
as shown in Fig. (2). Solar heat flux is the major
component of the heat load applied on the satellite for

LEO orbits. Approximately 0.33 of sun heat flux is
reflected by earth, which some portion of this flux, albedo
heat flux, falls on spacecraft. The earth and its atmosphere
emit an infrared IR radiation equivalent to the radiation of
a black body at 288.[3]

Satellite Orbits Parameters: The satellite under study is
considered as a box shape as shown in Figure (3). It
shows the spacecraft geometry, which is a 6-sides cube
with surface dimension of 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.005 m each. The
selected orbit is elliptical with apogee Ra equal to 1200
and perigee equal 400km. The eccentricity (e) of selected
orbits is 5%.  Schematic layouts of the different orbits
under study are shown in figure (3). Figure (3-A) shows
the Sun-oriented inclined orbit (i =28.5o) with vector 2
always parallel to solar vector.  Side number 2 is
subjected to the sun heat load but the rest of sides (1,3,4,5
&6) are not affected by the sun.   Figure 3-B shows the
earth-oriented inclined orbit (i =28.5o) with vector 2
passing through earth center and vector 5 in the velocity
direction.  For this orbit, all the satellite sides except side
1 are subjected to the sun heat flux. Figure (3-C) shows
sun-oriented polar orbit with vector 1 pointing north and
vector 2 parallel to solar vector. The star pointer orbit
with vector 1 pointing Polaris (North Star) is shown in
figure  (3-D).

A: Sun-oriented inclined orbit with vector 2 parallel to solar vector B: Earth oriented, vector 2 passes through earth center

C: Sun-oriented polarorbit with vector 2 parallel to solar vector D: Star pointer, vector 1 points towards celestial north

Fig. 3: Schematic layout of the four orbits configurations under study.
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Fig. 4: The earth sun satellite diffent positions (A)-β=90 and (B)-β=0 [3]

Fig. 5: A-spacecraft geometry and B-sides’ dimension. 

Orbit β Angle and Shadow: The orbit angle β is defined
as the minimum angle between the orbit plane and solar
vector. Because of earth's oblateness as well as the sun's
right ascension from vernal equinox and declination from
the equatorial plane, the beta angle varies continuously
over a year.   It reaches a maximum value equal to the
absolute value of the sum of orbit inclination and the
±23.5o greatest solar declination. For a 28.5o orbit
inclination, β max  equals  52o.  An altitude of a satellite
and β angle defines the fraction of the orbit in eclipse[3,5].
As β=0 deg, the orbit would appear edgewise as shown in
figure (4-B) and the eclipse period would be maximum.
Figure (4-A) shows a circular orbit would appear as a
circle as seen from the sun and there no eclipse no matter
the altitude when β=90 deg.  For the four orbits under
investigation the average altitude is 800km with
eccentricity (e) equal 0.05. The computed shadow angel
is  approximately  130o  based  on  relation shown in
figure  (4). During the shadow period the sun radiation
and Albedo fluxes are absent.   

Model Formulation for Satellite: The satellite under
study is considered as a box shape aluminum 2024-T6
(4.5 % Cu, 1.5 % Mg, 6.6 % Mn) for surfaces material.
The emissivity and abosorbitvity of the satellite surface
are 0.6 and 0.8 respectively.  Figure (5) shows the

spacecraft  geometry,  which is a 6-sides cube with
surface dimension of 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.005 m each. Summary
of four low earth orbit cases under study are listed below,
the selected orbit is elliptical and has 400 to 1200 km
altitude.

Heat  balance  Equations  and  model  solutions:
Energy balance between stored and transferred to the
space vehicle element  serves to determine the
temperature of that element.  The mathematical analysis
considers the space vehicle composed of uniformly
irradiated and isothermal segments. Due to the lumped
system heat balance, the instantaneous heat balance on
such segment is

(1)th er o ir ic
dTC q q q q P
dt

= + + + +

Where    q er = (q sun + q albedo + q earth )

(2)4
i iqout * * A * T=σ ε

(3)
n

4 4
irm i im m i

m 1

q A * F * * * (T T )
=

= ε σ −∑
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Forward  explicit  finite  difference  scheme is
adopted to estimate the satellite surface temperatures.
The  detailed  solution  steps  can  be  found  in
AbdelAziz et al.[6].  The dissipated internal heat is
considered 170w (Pmax) and 80w (Pmin) for worst hot and
cold scenarios [5].  The view values Fim for satellite sides
that face the sun, earth and each other are obtained from[2].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure (6) shows the total orbital average normal
incident heating flux without considering the eclipse
effect for different orbit orientations cases A, B, C, and D.
for  case  A  Figure  6-A  shows  that the total average
heat   flux   is   approximately   1000   W/m2.   The  orbits

characteristics with the incident heat fluxes on each
surface are reported in[3].  Figure 7 shows the effect of the
shadow in the total incident heat flux, for case A figure 7-
A shows that during the eclipse the Sun and Albedo heat
loads are absent so that the total heat load is due to the
earth heat load only. The difference in total average
incident heat load between different satellite sides is due
to different side orientation. 

Worst Case – Hot and Cold Scenarios Temperatures
Predictions: For thermal design consideration, worst-
cases scenarios for hot and cold cases for the different
orbital orientations will be considered for satellite sides’
temperature calculations. For the worst-case hot scenario,
there's no shadow and the internal heat dissipation will be
Pmax, worst-case cold scenario occurs when the satellite
moves in earth shadow and internal heat dissipation is
Pmin. For the four orientations under study, figures (8-A-1,
8-B-1, 8-C-1, 8-D-1) show the worst case-hot temperature
distribution along the satellite six sides and figures (8-A-
2, 8-B-2, 8-C-2, 8-D-2) show the worst  case-cold  
scenario.   For   sun   oriented   inclined  orbit,

Fig. 6: Total orbital average normal incident beat fluxes for the four orientations configuration (no shadow)
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Fig. 7: Total orbital average normal imcident heat fluxes for the four orientations configurations (with shadow)

Fig. (8-1): The temperature distributions of the satellite sides for diffrent orbital orientations cases A-1, B-1, C-1 and
D-1 without shadow
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Fig. (8-2): The Temperature distributions of the satellite sides for diffrent orbital orientations cases, A-2, B-2, C-2 and
D-2 with shadow

figure 8-A-1 shows that side 2 has the maximum
temperature which is about 39oC and the rest of sides
temperatures are between 12oC and 15oC while in earth
oriented inclined orbit, the maximum temperatures are
found on sides 2, 4, 5 and 6 is around 30oCas shown in
figure 8-B-1. For a sun oriented polar orbit, Figure (8-C-
1) shows that temperature of the side 2 is approximately
60oC while the other sides’ temperatures are within 20oC.
For a star pointer inclined orbit with vector 1 north and
vector 2 towards the sun, case D, the resulted maximum
temperature for side 2 is approximately 32oC the same as
on for the Case A. While the minimum temperatures of
the rest of sides changed slightly between the two
different cases due to the slight changes in the heat loads
applied to these sides. The fluctuations of the
temperatures during the orbit period are within 3oC for all
orbits orientations when the shadow is not considered.

Figures (8-A-2 to 8-D-2) show the eclipse effects on
the temperature distribution of the different satellite sides
for the different orbit orientations during the orbit. The
figures show that temperature distributions curves could
be divided into three different stages. The first stage

occurs when satellite starts to exist the shadow period, the
second stage occurs when the satellite is out of the
shadow while the third starts when the satellite enters the
shadow period. In the first stage temperature increases
rapidly but in the third stage the temperature decreases
rapidly from the highest to lowest values. For sun oriented
inclined orbit, temperature increases 30oC in 20 mints in
the first stage. It rises from –13oC to 17oC. The
temperature of the hot side drops 35oC in approximately
25mints in the third stage. For other orbits, the figures
show the same trend. This could cause a thermal fatigue
of the satellite structure. In the second stage, the
temperature increase 10oC in approximately 50 mints for
sun inclined, sun polar oriented, and sat pointed orbit. For
earth inclined oriented orbit, the second stage doesn’t
exist.  For all orbits, the worst cold case scenario
temperatures lie between -13oC – 18oC. 

Conclusion: From this study, it can be concluded that the
satellite orientation should be designed or selected
carefully since it affects the net temperature extremes
overall satellite sides. 
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For sun oriented inclined orbit and star pointer orbit,
the spacecraft hot side maximum temperature is 39oC and
cold side minimum temperature is about –18oC.

For the earth oriented orbit the highest and the lowest
temperature of the hot sides 2,4,5,6 are15 and -13oC.

For earth-oriented orientation, the hot side maximum
and cold side minimum temperatures are 29oC and –12oC
respectively.

For sun-oriented polar orbit, the hot side maximum
and cold side minimum temperatures are 57oC and -18oC
respectively.

Effect of the shadow is to increase the rate of the
temperature change during the orbit cycle, which may
cause thermal fatigue of a satellite structure.

The minimum cold worst-case scenario temperature
drops around 30oC compared to no shadow effect cases.

Nomenclature:

a A  Semi-major Axis (meters), Altitude 
e Eccentricity, 
I Inclination the angle between the equator and the

orbit plane (degrees),
Ω The  angle   between   vernal   equinox   and  the

point where the orbit crosses the equatorial plane 
(going north) 

ω Argument of Perigee (degrees),
v True Anomaly (degrees), 
Ra Distance from the center of the Earth to the apogee

point 
An Segment surface area in m2

Fnm Radiation interchange factor ( view factor)
σ Stephan-Boltzman constant = 5.67 * 10 -8 
N North Pole
RE Earth Radius
T Temperature (kE)
t Time (sec)
g Emissivity
P Internal heat generation due to a power source (watt)

a Altitude
Ψ Angle of shadow
q e Net external radiant energy flux absorbed in watt
q ir N et internal radiation absorbed
q ic Net internal conduction
P Internal heat generation due to a power source (watt)
K segment material thermal conductivity in (w / m . ko)
β The angle between the solar vector and the orbit

plane
Cth The thermal mass of the element material in J/kg. K
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